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How to set up a dynamic residual flow regime: the example of the River Spöl
(Swiss National Park)
Thomas Scheurer
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Abstract
Since the year 2000 the artificial floods on the River Spöl have been considered a
model of an ecologically optimized residual flow regime. It had not been possible to
carry out the necessary transformation of residual flow within the permits effective at
the time. The Federal Energy Office and the Governing Council of Grisons canton
had to issue non-permanent exceptions. Recently these were replaced by a definitive
regulation, which makes periodic floods a regular feature in the flow regime of the
River Spöl.
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Residual water degrades the ecological integrity of rivers

The hydropower of the River Spöl – the largest running water in the Swiss National Park (SNP) – has been
harnessed for electricity production since 1970. To
this end, the River Spöl (Figure 1) has been dammed
directly outside the SNP in the Livigno reservoir and
in the compensating reservoir Ova Spin (Figure 2).
The residual water measured 1 m³ / s in annual average and within just 20 years led to a situation where
the River Spöl turned into a shallow body of water in
the ravine between the two dams, interspersed in many
places with transverse obstructions to form still water
areas where mud and algae collected.
More dynamics through artificial floods

In 1990 the research council of the SNP was able
to demonstrate in a national project (Gerster & Rey
1994) that the ecological conditions can be greatly im    
cooperation with power station operator Engadiner
Kraftwerke (EKW), developed a proposal for a new
         
Molinari 2003). It started in 2000 and within just a few
years has shown very promising results (Jakob et al.
2003; Mannes et al. 2008; Mürle et al. 2003; Robinson
et al. 2003; Robinson & Uehlinger 2003; Robinson et
al. 2004; Robinson & Uehlinger 2008).
Transformation of the residual flow regime

    gime, extended negotiations with the power station
operator and the regulating authorities (Swiss federation and Gris canton) took place. The permit for the

Figure 1 – View into the deep Spöl valley from the Punt dal
Gall dam. Photograph by Hydra. © P. Rey
use of hydropower by the EKW between S-chanf and
Martina regulates the water outtake down to the last
litre, not least because it forms the basis on which water interest due to the canton and the municipalities is
  !  "     ed, the agreement of all affected parties was needed,
# "    ! 
$%%%"  '
river, from the Punt dal Gall dam (Figure 3) and in
the lower Spöl river from the Ova Spin compensation
reservoir.
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Figure 2 – Map of the project area.
New water balance

 *     "    
the agreement of operator EKW. In order to actually
    "        
save up water in the reservoirs throughout the summer (15 May – 15 September), which automatically
            
that less electricity was produced because of the re     
in the dams of Punt dal Gall and in Ova Spin. To
compensate for this loss of production, some of the
residual water kept in the Livigno dam and the Ova
Spin reservoir was given over to the EKW for electricity production. By using this water via the next-higher
power station level with bigger differential, the EKW
were able to produce the same amount of electricity
as before with less water. This production-neutral way
      * 
for obtaining the agreement of the EKW to the new
  
Impact on the permit

Changing the distribution of the water outtake
meant a deviation from the terms of the permit. This
* " !+ 6"    per Spöl, because it also involves using water from
Italy for electricity production; second, the Governing
Council of Grisons canton, which is responsible for

the permit to use the lower Spöl; and, third, the af :   
regime was given initially for a period of three years
(2000 – 2002). Thereafter an extension had to be applied for.
Remediation order

Paragraph 80 of the Swiss Water Protection Act,
amended in 2008, requires an ecological check and, if
       !
  '  ! +  6" ed such a check. The check brought to light that the
         logical conditions in the River Spöl and must be continued. It also included proposals of further measures,
which were, however, not in the interests of research
       <   =
(removing tree seedlings from the river bed). In 2011
!+ 6" 
'#"  
 >  "    tegrated in the energy generation permit without the
need to amend the permit itself. To date no similar
'6? 
the River Inn) has been issued by the canton.
More flexibility

6   
backed by the remediation order is to achieve greater
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@           >  ment, signed in 2012 by EKW, SNP and Research
:  @     >
       
by the ecological state of the river. Water that is not
    '     
sporadically in other running waters in the region that
are affected by residual water or for larger rinses of
'> >    @  
"    ment also includes a provision for monitoring the state
of the water in the River Spöl (Robinson et al. 2011),
a prerequisite for customized planning of the residual
" 
Mud flow event 2013

For some thirteen years now, the dynamic residual
water regime in the River Spöl has regularly mobiD"  
habitats for water fauna. A running water trained by
such stresses is also in a better position to cope with
     
of March 2013, which was caused by unexpected sediment movements in the Livigno reservoir (Figure 4).
#      D    "   " 
   H    
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minimizes the ecological risks in the case of technical
accidents.

Figure 3 – Punt dal Gall dam and Livigno reservoir. The Punt dal gall dam
is half in Switzerland and half in Italy. © SNP, H. Lozza

A global perspective

Since hydro-electric power stations must be regularly checked for functionality, rinses are carried out
occasionally when the dams are emptied. Such tech  *      
enough for an ecological improvement of the waters
    Q 
    "  
 "    * tion, as these have been applied across the world forsome years (Konrad et al. 2011). Usually these are oneoff measures, sometimes spectacular ones, which are
  +@   
Spöl have shown that for the water dynamics to be
    
date and as far as we know, the River Spöl is the only
  "  > 
             
water ecology will encourage power station operators
   
    

      
at the end of March 2013 caused by unexpected sediment movements in the
Livigno reservoir. © SNP, H. Lozza
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